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vanquished. Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
said on Twitter that it was “a turning point in our joint
fight against terrorism”. He said Turkey would “continue
to support anti-terror efforts - as it has done in the
past”. “I am confident that a decisive struggle against
terrorism, in line with the spirit of alliance, will bring
peace to all of humanity,” he added in a second tweet. 

The Turkish defense ministry said there was “infor-
mation exchange and coordination between the military
authorities of both countries” before the US operation,
but gave no further details. A senior Turkish official also
told AFP that there had been “close coordination” and
Turkey’s military had “advance knowledge” of the raid.

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson called the raid
“an important moment in our fight against terror” but
cautioned that the fight was “not yet over”. But Russia
raised doubts about the death claim. “The defense min-
istry does not have reliable information... concerning
the umpteenth ‘death’ of Baghdadi,” spokesman Igor
Konashenkov said in a statement.

Baghdadi’s death has been reported several times
over the years. Trump said there was no doubt, howev-
er. While “there wasn’t much left” of Baghdadi, field
testing of his DNA confirmed his identity, the president
said. And Defense Secretary Mark Esper told CNN the
raiding team had both visual and DNA confirmation
Baghdadi was dead.

In Washington, Democrats commended the intelli-
gence community and military professionals involved
but cautioned that  the IS threat was not over, particu-
larly after Trump’s abrupt decision to pull most US
troops out of Syria. House speaker Nancy Pelosi said
that “the House must be briefed on this raid”, adding
that “the Russians, but not top congressional leader-
ship, were notified” in advance. 

A war monitor, the Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights, had reported that US helicopters dropped
forces in an area of Syria’s Idlib province where
“groups linked to the Islamic State group” were pres-
ent. The rights group, based in Britain but with a net-
work of sources in Syria, said the helicopters target-

ed a home and a car outside the village of Barisha in
Idlib province.

The operation killed nine people including an IS
senior leader called Abu Yamaan as well as a child and
two women, it said. An AFP correspondent in Barisha
described the targeted house as having been flattened,
with nothing but light gray rubble remaining. A resident
in the area who gave his name as Abdel Hameed said he
rushed to the site after hearing helicopters and gunfire
in the night. “The home had collapsed and next to it
there was a destroyed tent and vehicle. There were two
people killed inside” the car, he said.

From the outskirts of Barisha, an inhabitant of a
camp for the displaced also heard what he described as
helicopters and air strikes. They “were flying very low,
causing great panic among the people,” Ahmed
Hassawi said by phone. Though other jihadists operate
in the area, it is nominally under the control of Hayat
Tahrir al-Sham, an Al-Qaeda affiliate that runs most of
the Idlib enclave. The AFP correspondent said the
Hayat group had cordoned off the area. Bulldozers
could be seen yesterday clearing out the rubble.

Barisha is in a mountainous area less than five kilo-
meters from Turkey and near a main border crossing.
Turkey, which has been waging an offensive against the
US-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) in north-
east Syria, “knew we were going in”, Trump said. A sen-
ior Turkish official told AFP that “to the best of my
knowledge, Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi arrived at this loca-
tion 48 hours prior to the raid.”

The commander-in-chief of the SDF, Mazloum Abdi,
said the operation came after “joint intelligence work”
with American forces. Two US soldiers received minor
injuries in the raid, Esper said. The only other US casu-
alty was a military dog sent into the tunnel with the
trapped Islamic State leader.

Baghdadi - an Iraqi native believed to be around
48 years old - was rarely seen. After 2014 he disap-
peared from sight, only surfacing in a video in April
with an assault rifle at his side, as he encouraged fol-
lowers to “take revenge” after the group’s territorial
defeat. His reappearance was seen as a reassertion of
his leadership of a group that - despite its March
defeat - has spread from the Middle East to Asia and
Africa and claimed several deadly attacks in Europe.
The US State Department had posted a $25 million
reward for information on his whereabouts. In
September, the group released an audio message said
to be from Baghdadi. — Agencies 
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The speaker reiterated yesterday that the Assembly will
complete its term and parliamentary elections will be held

next year, downplaying attempts to force the Assembly’s
dissolution.

In another development, MP Khalil Al-Saleh said yester-
day that the Assembly’s legal and legislative committee
yesterday approved five proposals to resolve the problem
of consumer loans. Some of the proposals are calling for
the state to purchase the loans from citizens and to
reschedule their payment. Saleh said that the proposals will
now go to the financial and economic affairs committee,
which will decide on the financial aspects of the proposals.
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He pointed out that Iraq’s foreign ministry has made
great efforts to restore and collect the archives looted
by the former regime. Yousifi expressed his happiness

at the positive results achieved so far, stressing Iraq’s
resolve to continue the approach of developing broth-
erly relations. 

Representative of the United Nations Secretary
General Resident Coordinator Dr Tarek Al-Sheikh
expressed in a similar statement his aspiration to con-
tinue efforts to enhance constructive cooperation
between the two countries. The Kuwaiti-Iraqi moves
are in line with the principle of establishing peace and
brotherhood among the countries of the world, Sheikh
said. — KUNA 
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the 31-year-old history professor told AFP. On the
Beirut seafront, men, women and children held hands, some
carrying Lebanese flags and many singing the national
anthem, an AFP photographer said.

In the northern city of Tripoli, where more than half the
population lives under the poverty line, some had painted
the Lebanese national symbol of a cedar tree on their faces,
an AFP reporter said. “We’re expressing our demand for a
dignified life and our dream as youth for a decent future,”
30-year-old participant Tariq Fadli told AFP. In the south-
ern city of Tyre, protesters standing in a line held the edges
of a long Lebanese flag, local television showed. A young
boy played with it, making it billow up and down.

The protests have been remarkable for their territorial
reach and the absence of political or sectarian banners, in
a country often defined by its divisions. The leaderless
protest movement, driven mostly by a young generation
of men and women born after the 1975-1990 civil war,
has even been described by some as the birth of a
Lebanese civic identity. The army has sought to re-open
main roads across the country, where schools and banks
have been closed for more than a week.

In one of the most serious incidents, the army opened

fire on Friday to confront a group of protesters blocking a
road in Tripoli, wounding at least six people. But the
unprecedented protest movement has been relatively inci-
dent-free, despite tensions with the armed forces and
attempts by party loyalists to stage counter-demonstra-
tions. Protesters have been demanding the removal of the
entire ruling class, which has remained largely unchanged
in three decades. Many of the political heavyweights are
former warlords seen as representing little beyond their
own sectarian or geographical community.

The protesters see them as corrupt and incompetent
and have so far dismissed measures proposed by the politi-
cal leadership to quell the protests. “We’ve had the same
people in charge for 30 years,” said Elie, a 40-year-old
demonstrator walking in central Beirut yesterday morning
with a Lebanese flag. Prime Minister Saad Hariri on
Monday announced a package of economic reforms which
aims to revive an economy that has been on the brink of
collapse for months.

His coalition partners have supported the move and
warned that a political vacuum in times of economic peril
risked chaos. But the protesters have accused the political
elite of desperately attempting to save their jobs and have
stuck to their demands for deep, systemic change. In a now
well-established routine, entire families of volunteers
showed up early on the main protest sites Sunday to clean
up after another night of protests and parties. After dusk,
the central Martyrs’ Square in Beirut and other protest
hubs in Lebanon - including the relatively conservative city
of Tripoli - turn into a vast, open ground where protesters
dance, sing or organize political meetings. — AFP 
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BAGHDAD: Iraqi students joined anti-government
protests in Baghdad yesterday, ramping up the street
pressure on Prime Minister Adel Abdel Mahdi who also
faced a sit-in from parliament’s largest bloc. The capital
and country’s south have been rocked by a second
wave of demonstrations since Thursday, with protesters
digging in despite tear gas, curfews and violence that
has left more than 60 dead. Yesterday morning, stu-
dents could be seen joining demonstrations in the capi-
tal, with activists saying about a dozen schools and uni-
versities had decided to shut their doors and take part
in protests en masse.

In the emblematic Tahrir Square, young girls in
school uniforms with rucksacks were seen trekking
through streets littered with tear gas canisters.
Hundreds of protesters had hunkered down in the
square, defying heavy tear gas use overnight and
pledging to “weed out” the political class. “We’re here
to bring down the whole government - to weed them all
out!” one protester said, the Iraqi tricolor wrapped
around his head.

The protests are unprecedented in recent Iraqi his-
tory for their ire at the entire political class, including
Abdel Mahdi, parliament speaker Mohammed Al-
Halbussi and even traditionally revered religious lead-
ers. They have also been exceptionally violent, with 157
dead in the first set of rallies and 63 dead in the latest
round. “We don’t want a single one of them. Not
Halbussi, not Abdel Mahdi. We want to bring down the
regime,” the protester said.

Women were also seen in larger numbers, including
a young nurse who said she was protesting “for the
generation that’s coming”. “Our generation is psycho-
logically tired, but it’s alright as long as this is for the
next one,” she said. Renewed protests also flooded the
streets of Najaf, Hilla, Karbala and Diwaniyah in the
south. In the oil-rich port city of Basra, police enforced
a strict curfew and said it arrested “saboteurs” who had
infiltrated the protesters.

This week’s demonstrations are the sequel to six

days of anti-government rallies that erupted Oct 1.
Sparked by outrage at corruption, unemployment and
poor services, they evolved into demands for an over-
haul of the political system and a new constitution. On
Saturday, Iraqi President Barham Saleh met with the
United Nations’ top representative in the country
Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert to discuss electoral reform
and amendments to the constitution, which dates back
to 2005. Abdel Mahdi has also proposed a laundry list
of reforms including hiring drives, increased pensions
and promises to root out corruption.

Oil-rich Iraq is the OPEC oil cartel’s second biggest
producer, but one in five people live in poverty and
youth unemployment stands at 25 percent, according to
the World Bank. Beyond the street, Abdel Mahdi also
faces new pressure from parliament, whose largest bloc
has been holding an open-ended sit-in since Saturday
night to back the rallies. “The sit-in is ongoing and
open until protester demands are met and the reforms
promised by the PM are enacted,” said MP Salam Al-
Hadi, a member of Saeroon - an alliance between pop-
ulist cleric Moqtada Al-Sadr and Iraq’s Communist
Party. The move has left Abdel Mahdi more squeezed
than ever, as Saeroon was one of the two main spon-
sors of his government.

The other was Fatah, the political arm of the
Hashed al-Shaabi paramilitary force which said it
would continue to back the central government. The
onetime allies now find themselves on opposite sides
of the protest movement. The Hashed was founded in
2014 to fight the Islamic State group but its factions
have since been ordered to incorporate into state
security services. Several of their offices have been
torched in recent days in southern Iraqi cities, hinting
at a new violent phase.

Dozens of protesters have died while storming or
setting fire to the offices of Asaib Ahl al-Haq, the
Badr Organization and others, according to medics
and police. Hashed commanders have threatened
revenge, and its second-in-command Abu Mahdi Al-

Muhandis said yesterday his force “is ready to stand
against discord”.

The UN has warned “armed spoilers” could derail
efforts at peaceful protests in Iraq, saying it was “trag-
ic” to see renewed violence in the country. A govern-
ment probe found “excessive force” was used to quell
the first week of protests and in a noticeable change,
there have been no reports of live ammunition in
Baghdad in recent days. Most of those killed since

Thursday have been shot in the Shiite-majority south,
but medics and protesters in the capital have reported
trauma wounds from tear gas canisters.

Yesterday, security forces were positioned on the
edges of Tahrir, while elite Counter-Terrorism Service
troops and armored vehicles were seen in surrounding
districts. The CTS said it had deployed its units to “pro-
tect vital infrastructure,” and its forces were not seen in
Tahrir. — AFP 
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NAJAF: An Iraqi teenager, who lost four friends in recent protests, cries as he joins an anti-government demonstration
outside the Najaf governorate headquarters yesterday.  — AFP 

NICOSIA: From organizing mass protests in Baghdad and
Beirut to coordinating rescue missions amid grinding con-
flict in Syria, WhatsApp has become an indispensable con-
nector for millions across the Arab world. In Lebanon,
where telecommunications are highly regulated and expen-
sive, citizens have increasingly relied on WhatsApp for free
calls. When the government announced a tax on these calls
on Oct 17, it sparked protests that grew to an unprece-
dented scale.

After more than a week of demonstrations, protesters
have rejected the term “WhatsApp revolution”, saying the
phrase diminishes what is a demand for drastic political
change. But they acknowledge the technology is instrumen-
tal in mobilizing rallies that have attracted hundreds of thou-
sands from a population of about six million. 

Yasmine Rifaii, 24, a protest organizer from Tripoli in
northern Lebanon who works at a local NGO, said
WhatsApp was operating as a virtual “backstage for the
revolution”. “We are connected to all of these WhatsApp

groups - Lebanon is a small country, everyone knows some-
one else from another city. We are reaching out across reli-
gions and locations,” she told AFP.

Over the border in Syria, Whatsapp can be the difference
between life and death. Mustafa Al-Hajj Younes, who heads a
group of first responders in Idlib province, said civilians use
group chats to appeal for help from rescue teams. “We
coordinate on these groups whenever there is a need for our
services,” he said. WhatsApp is especially useful because of
weak telecommunications infrastructure in areas under
opposition control. “People can only contact us through
WhatsApp or cell phones,” he said.

Across the region, digital authoritarianism is increasing,
with some governments regularly blocking popular social
media applications including WhatsApp, especially its free
calls feature. Users in Gulf countries such as the United Arab
Emirates cannot make Internet calls without a proxy server.
Messages deemed offensive in court have even landed some
users in jail in the UAE.

It is a similar story in Morocco, where the government
banned free voice over internet protocol (VoIP) calls in 2016.
A 26-year-old Moroccan journalist who relies on the app to
liaise with officials and sources told AFP it was a “national
drama” when the decision came into effect, provoking a
swift public backlash.

In the wake of small-scale protests in Egypt, police have
randomly stopped and frisked people to examine social

media content on their phones. Police arrested many on the
spot after inspecting their mobiles, AFP witnessed in
September. That month, the attorney-general’s office said
prosecutors had orders to “inspect the social media
accounts and pages of those detained”.

In Iraq, where nearly 200 people have died in protests
during October, another battle is being waged online. When
anti-corruption demonstrations broke out in many cities ear-
ly this month, authorities cut Internet services in an attempt
to quell unrest - a tactic they have used in the past. “We
consider WhatsApp to be the most dangerous application at
this stage,” a well-placed security source who preferred to
remain anonymous told AFP. “Cutting the connection to
WhatsApp was meant to prevent these gatherings from
happening”, he bluntly admitted.

Yasser Al-Joubouri, an Iraqi activist who participated in
the protests in Baghdad, said the app was crucial for forming
activist groups to disseminate details about protests. “We
created (WhatsApp) groups specifically to share informa-
tion quickly and distribute it on social networks like
Facebook and Twitter,” he said.

This sharing of information provokes an “existential fear”
for governments that were caught off-guard by the Arab
Spring uprisings, said Adel Iskandar, a media studies profes-
sor at Simon Fraser University in Canada. But governments
also see that such apps could be beneficial, he added. “The
state sees these platforms not merely as a threat but rather

as an opportunity to supplant critical messages with sup-
portive ones,” Iskandar told AFP.

With over 1.5 billion users worldwide, WhatsApp remains
the most popular social media program in terms of usage in
the youthful, tech-savvy region, according to a recent sur-
vey by Northwestern University in Qatar. Aside from sharing
harrowing content and connecting protesters from turbulent
hotspots via in-built encrypted messages, the app is also
used for everyday conversations, like elsewhere in the world.

Jordanian officials, as well as other policymakers across
the region, regularly communicate with journalists in groups
broadcasting statements; they even give sensitive interviews
on the freely available instant messaging service. Jamila
Sharaf, a mother-of-two from east Jerusalem, keeps up with
activities for her children with the school’s administration
informing her and other parents in a group. “The application
makes things easier and helps to spread information very
quickly,” she said.

In Iran, officials banned the more secure app Telegram,
saying it was used to fuel unrest during a wave of protests in
Jan 2018. This has driven many young people to Whatsapp.
“The ban on Telegram has made me use WhatsApp more,”
said Ramin, a 26-year-old from Tehran. She described the
idea of taxing social media to plug budget shortfalls as
“ridiculous”. “I would (be prepared to) help my government
in that situation, but not by paying for something which is
meant to be free.” — AFP 
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